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INTRODUCTION
The rise of environmental, social and governance (ESG) investing over the past few years has
been nothing short of remarkable. Along with the titanic shift to exchange-traded funds (ETFs), it is
arguably the biggest trend in finance right now as more investors become conscious not only about
the performance of strategies they invest in, but about the impact those investments have on the
environment and society at large.
As rules-based, low-cost products, ETFs are a perfect vehicle for investors to gain exposure to more
ESG-conscious assets. Recognising this, demand for ESG ETFs in Europe has exploded over the past
12 months with investors piling into strategies ranging from simple exclusion to best-in-class or even
impact ETFs. According to data from Amundi, ESG ETFs in Europe accounted for 51% of total ETF
flows in 2020 collecting €44.4bn assets, up from €15.9bn inflows in 2019. The pace of these inflows
combined with the stickiness of the assets – as highlighted by the €730m inflows in March 2020
while the overall European ETF market saw record outflows – shows ESG investing is here to stay,
however, the sector is very much in its early stages of growth.
As Amundi continues to drive the ESG transformation, ETF Stream has partnered with Amundi ETF
to investigate the rise of ESG ETFs and analyse where the space is heading over the next five years.
The investigation has seen us survey 171 professional European investors to understand their key
demands and what is driving their allocation to ESG. While it is clear ESG ETFs will continue their rapid
growth, the results also provide insight into areas such as the key criteria for ESG ETF selection, the
importance of considering climate factors within portfolios and the reasons investors are choosing
ESG in the first place. This should, in turn, provide readers with a snapshot on how the ESG ETF
landscape is developing and where further progress is needed.
In the later sections, the report highlights two areas of particular interest for investors at present,
ETF issuer engagement and climate change ETFs. How ETF issuers engage with the underlying
companies they own is of crucial importance for investors. No longer can they simply passively track
the index without voting at shareholder resolutions or speaking to management companies. How
Amundi is making strides in this area is highlighted by Laurent Trottier, global head of ETF, indexing
and smart beta management on Amundi. Meanwhile, how investors incorporate climate factors is
fast becoming the most important asset allocation decision in a decade. While challenges remain,
the European Union’s two climate benchmark labels – the Paris-aligned Benchmark (PAB) and the
Climate Transition Benchmark (CTB) – offer a perfect starting point for investors looking to mitigate
the risk of climate within their portfolios. How this can be achieved along with the benefits of adopting
an ETF approach is assessed by Matthieu Guignard, global head of product development and capital
markets at Amundi.
Overall, we hope this report will provide investors with original and thought-provoking insight into
the ESG ETF landscape in Europe. What we have found is the space is only just getting started so
I can say for certain that both ETF Stream and Amundi are delighted to be involved in this journey
towards a more sustainable society.

Tom Eckett
Editor
ETF Stream
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FOREWORD
T

he momentous shift towards sustainability investing
is one of the most revolutionary investment
developments of our time, driving massive change in the
ETF industry and beyond. This transformation will shape
our futures, both personally and professionally, and we
hope, will help to safeguard a future for generations to
come.
Faced with this, our clients trust the knowledge,
experience and history of Amundi to help them as they
embark on their own ESG journeys.
This history is very much the foundation of our innovation
– it gives us a deeper understanding of how investors think
about sustainability, and reminds us that there is no onesize-fits-all when it comes to incorporating environmental,
social or governance values into investment portfolios.
I am proud of Amundi’s leadership in ESG and acutely
aware of the responsibility that befalls us as a leader.
The responsibility to lead from the front, driving our
industry forward by engaging with all stakeholders, the
responsibility to be ambitious with our goals, and the
responsibility to walk-the-talk on sustainability.
I believe that ETFs have a key role to play in
democratising ESG investing, redirecting capital for good,
and empowering all investors to have an impact in a way
that suits their needs and their goals. I hope you enjoy this
report on ESG, and I invite you to join us as we lead the
ESG transformation.

Fannie Wurtz

Head of ETF, Indexing and Smart Beta
Amundi
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The No. 1 European Asset Manager(1)

Amundi ETF Responsible Investing Range
Green comes in many shades.
Choose the one that suits you.

As the leading European Asset
Manager(1), we support your
responsible investing ambitions,
and we are proud of that.
A wide range of cost-efficient ESG
equity and fixed income UCITS ETFs
A client-centric approach spanning
the spectrum of ESG integration
Climate-focused ETFs to help you
fight global warming

amundietf.com

INVESTORS ARE EXPOSED TO THE RISK OF CAPITAL LOSS.
For Professional Clients only. This promotion is being issued inside the United Kingdom by Amundi (UK) Limited, 41 Lothbury, London EC2R 7HF.
Amundi (UK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and entered on the FCA Financial Services Register under
number 114503. Further information of its authorisation is available on request. This material is not intended for citizens or residents of the United States
of America or to any “U.S. Person”, as this term is defined in SEC Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. This advertisement is for information
purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell. Investment in a Fund must only be made on the basis of the key investor
information document (“KIID”) and its prospectus, which include information on the investment risks, and are available in English upon request or on
amundietf.com. Transaction costs may occur when trading ETFs. (1) Source IPE “Top 500 Asset Managers” published in June 2020 and based on assets
under management as at 31/12/2019. |
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Over the past six months, ETF Stream and Amundi have been surveying investors from across Europe to further understand
the increasing demand for ESG ETFs. Six clear themes ranging from views on performance to key criteria for ESG ETF
selection can be drawn from the results below.

1. ESG ETF allocations are on the rise
The survey results only confirm the direction of travel for ESG ETFs. According to the results, 69.7% of respondents are planning
to increase their allocations to ESG ETFs over the next year while not a single investor surveyed plans to decrease their
exposure. Demand for sustainable strategies in ETF format is clearly there as highlighted by flows in 2020 where ESG ETFs
outpaced non-ESG ETFs over the 12 months, according to data from Amundi.

Over the next 12 months you will:

69.7%

0%

Invest in more ESG ETFs

30.3%

Invest in fewer ESG ETFs

Retain the same ESG ETF allocation

This momentum shows no sign of slowdown with PwC predicting assets in ESG-focused funds will account for more than 50%
of the total European fund market by 2025.1 What is driving this demand? Some 77.3% of respondents highlighted “values” as
the key factor when investing in ESG while 50% and 48.5% said “performance” and “risk management”, respectively. Somewhat
interestingly, despite the role of ESG regulation, just 24.2% of respondents highlighted this as a key driver.

Why do you invest in ESG?
Regulation
Risk management
Performance
Do good
Values
0
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2. ESG and performance
A fiercely debated topic among academics is whether
investors have to sacrifice performance when investing
sustainably. While in the academic sphere it remains
relatively unclear, investors appear bullish that they do
not have to throw away basis points when investing
sustainably.
Highlighting this, some 84.9% agreed they do not have
to surrender performance when investing sustainably.
The past decade of data is in the favour of investors with
the MSCI World SRI index, which has returned 10.8% a
year versus 10.1% for the MSCI World, as at 29 January.
It is clear investors believe that incorporating sustainable
metrics within portfolios can have a positive impact on
returns over the long term. Furthermore, taking ESG into
consideration can help investors avoid controversies such
as the BP oil spill and Volkswagen emissions scandal.
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Do you have to sacrifice
performance to invest in ESG?

1. PwC Luxembourg: 2022 - The Growth Opportunity of a Century, November 2020
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The amount of tracking error investors are willing to accept relative to the parent index was a further topic addressed in the
survey. It appears investors are comfortable with deviating from the parent index when investing in ESG ETFs, potentially a sign
investors – depending on their objectives – believe the benefits of sustainable investing outweighs any performance metrics.
Above 0.30% was the most highlighted choice (41.3%) when respondents were asked how much tracking error they were
prepared to take on.

How much tracking error are you willing to
accept from an ESG ETF? (ESG index vs parent index)
50
40
30
20
10
0
0bps

1-5bps

6-10bps

11-20bps

21-30bps

>30bps

3. Replacing the core
Traditionally, ESG investing has been considered as a
satellite holding within portfolios, however, over the past
few years usage has dramatically shifted. The survey found
some 67% of respondents view ESG as a core holding
rather than a thematic investment.
The shift has also been highlighted by the launch of ESG
versions of traditional indices such as the S&P 500 or Euro
Stoxx 50. There are now four ETFs in Europe that offer
exposure to the S&P 500 ESG index, for example.
Ashley Fagan, head of ETF, indexing and smart beta
strategy and business development for UK and Ireland at
Amundi, said: “ESG is progressing from a niche thematic
holding in specific portfolios to a core allocation. We
believe it is just a matter of time before ESG becomes the
core of portfolios in the future.”

Would you consider ESG as a
core or thematic investment?

67% 33%
Core

Thematic
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4. Engagement and misconceptions
A typical argument lobbied at ESG ETFs is they blindly track an index and therefore have little to no stewardship with the
companies they are exposed to. However, the opposite should be the case with many passive managers – which are also the
world’s largest active managers – increasingly utilising their in house expertise and insight to vote on shareholder resolutions.
When asked whether they would invest in an ESG ETF from an issuer that did not consider ESG in its voting policy some 45.7%
said no while just 14.9% said yes highlighting how important the issue has become for investors.
Further showing this, some 79.8% of respondents said asset manager engagement and voting was either “essential” or “very
relevant” to ETF investors, which have to rely on ETF issuers to engage with the underlying companies.
Despite the importance of engagement to investors, respondents highlighted the index (43.9%) as the most important factor
when undertaking ETF due diligence. The ETF itself was pointed to as the second most important (40.9%) while just (15.1%)
highlighted the ETF issuer, in a sign investors still view engagement as less important than index selection.

Would you invest in an ETF from a provider that
did not fully consider ESG in its voting policy?
No
Maybe
Yes
Don't know
0

10

20

30

40

50

Do you believe asset manager engagement
and voting is relevant to ETF investors?
Not
Relevant

Somewhat
relevant

Very
Relevant

Essential

When undertaking ETF due diligence, what is most
important to you? (Rank in order with 1 being the most important and 3 being least)
ETF provider level
Index level
Product level
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

5. Key criteria for ESG ETF selection
What are the most important factors when selecting ESG
ETFs? The index’s ESG intensity was highlighted as the most
important aspect by 29.8% of respondents, further underlining
the demand for ESG strategies that have a genuine positive
impact rather than simply treating it as a box ticking exercise.

The index provider and the asset manager’s ESG expertise
were cited by 23.4%, while spreads and the size of an ETF
were among the least important. These results show the usual
criteria for ETF selection matter less when selecting ESG ETFs
as investors hunt for ‘deep green’ strategies.

SURVEY REVIEW
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Rank in order of importance the aspects you consider
when selecting an ESG ETF
Index ESG intensity
Index provider
Fees
Asset manager engagement
and voting policy
Asset manager research and
ESG expertise
Fund size
Fund tracking difference
Spreads
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Average score

6. Taking climate
considerations seriously
How to incorporate climate considerations within
portfolios is fast becoming one of the most important
strategic decisions for portfolio managers. The
results show the majority of investors are starting
to take it very seriously with 74.2% of respondents
stating they have considered climate within their
ESG ETF allocations.
Taking this one step further, 64.9% of investors
said they are looking to align themselves with the
Paris Climate Agreement while 27.6% said “not yet”
and just 7.5% said no. In November 2019, the EU
created benchmark labels defining specific criteria
for indices to meet in order to achieve the goals
of the agreement. This development highlighted
the important role that index investing plays in the
transition to a lower-carbon economy.
According to data from Bloomberg Intelligence,
there are currently 21 ETFs with €1.3bn assets
under management tracking the EU’s two climate
benchmarks; the Paris-aligned Benchmark (PAB)
and the Climate Transition Benchmark (CTB).

Is alignment with the Paris Agreement
something you are looking to
incorporate within your portfolio?

Have you considered climate
in your ESG ETF allocations?

Not yet

Yes
No

74

%

Yes

26%
Not yet
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In the next two sections, the report will take a deep dive into two of the key themes highlighted above, climate ETFs and ETF
issuer engagement policies.

ETF investors sharpen focus on engagement issues
ETF Stream’s editor Tom Eckett examines why engagement is becoming more important for investors along with the challenges
involved for ETF issuers.
How ETF issuers engage with the underlying companies they
are invested in is fast becoming a top priority for investors
when selecting ESG ETFs.
As highlighted in the previous section, some 79.8% of
respondents in ETF Stream and Amundi’s recent survey said
asset manager engagement and voting was either “essential”
or “very relevant” highlighting the growing importance of this
area.
ETF investors are wholly reliant on issuers – as the asset
owners – to effectively engage with companies in their
ESG ETFs and have a genuine impact, be it at shareholder
meetings or one on one discussions. Without engagement, are
ETF issuers which offer broad-based indices with hundreds
of securities part of the solution to sustaining change or the
problem?
Engagement becomes even more pronounced for ETF
issuers when one considers the fact they are unable to divest
from companies without engaging with the index provider
first. Dealing with index providers – which are not asset
owners – can be challenging though as they have a job to
keep all their clients happy. In the case of Wirecard, it was a
no brainer for index providers to remove it from ESG indices,
however, a company that is more in a grey area becomes a
bigger problem for an ETF issuer.
As the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) highlighted
in 2019: “Investors sometimes have escalation procedures if
engagement does not progress positively. These escalation
procedures may include reducing their exposure or divesting
from a position either temporarily or permanently.
“While active investors can freely follow such an escalation
procedure, passive investors will not be able to reduce
exposure or divest unless they exit the index entirely or adjust
the weightings of a tailored index. This limits possible options
if engagement proves unsuccessful and escalation is deemed
to be necessary.”
Where the key challenges lie for ETF issuers in Europe is
the vast differences in opinion on what environmental, social
and governance investing actually means. Highlighting this, a
German investor in an ESG ETF will, in general, be anti-nuclear
power while an investor in France will have a more positive
view on this industry. When an ETF issuer goes to vote at a
shareholder meeting, for example, which investor do they
listen to, the German, the French, the one with most assets
in the ETF? This is why asset managers should have a clear
policy on these topics and investors should ensure they are
comfortable with the manager's policy.
One option that ETF providers have is to develop custom
indices to encourage engagement. For example, the AMUNDI
EURO iSTOXX CLIMATE PARIS ALIGNED PAB UCITS ETF
(PABZ) has a specially designed index that requires index
constituents to have a SBTi plan in place to improve their
sustainability and effectively divest over time from companies
that do not. Furthermore, while it is clear investors want better
stewardship and engagement, what is less clear is how they
want this to happen.
As Andrew Limberis, senior investment manager at Omba
Advisory & Investments, said: “Engagement is a real challenge

for ETF issuers but investors also do not quite know exactly
what they want out of it.
“Investors generally want better stewardship policies and
engagement but how this actually looks in terms of voting
policies and broader engagement is far less clear. Not all
investors want the same thing, which is important to remember
and when we lump all investors into the same bucket, which
principles become more important?”

Due diligence
But how do investors know which ETF issuers score well from
an engagement perspective? One way is through external
research into shareholder voting. Highlighting this, a recent
ShareAction report titled Voting Matters 2020 found asset
managers in Europe were more engaged when voting at
climate-related resolutions than US issuers.
At these shareholder resolutions, among the top three asset
managers was Amundi which voted at 89%, meanwhile two
leading US asset managers were in the bottom five, having
voted at 12% and 14% of climate resolutions.
The growing importance of engagement has given greater
impetus to the larger issuers offering ESG ETFs as they have
the ability to combine both the active and passive sides of the
business when speaking to individual companies, something
the smaller issuers cannot do.
“For those ETF issuers that do not have extensive research
teams or an active arm, it is impractical to expect them to vote
or use their influence as shareholders over the hundreds, if not
thousands, of companies in their passive products,” Limberis
continued. “From my personal experience, ETF issuers are
becoming more forthcoming in terms of stewardship but
there is a long way to go. For now, many ESG investors are
just going to have to stick to the well-quoted carbon intensity
statistics.”

Tom Eckett
Editor
ETF Stream
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The importance of integrity
Laurent Trottier, global head of ETF, indexing and smart beta management at Amundi, argues why investors should look to
align their investments with asset managers that take an active approach to shareholder engagement.
We are witnessing a surge in environmental, social and
governance (ESG) investment across the industry from index
management to active and beyond. With €42bn inflows
in 2020 versus €17bn in 2019, the European ESG ETF
market continues its fast pace of growth. The total ESG ETF
assets under management (AUM) is now close to €82bn in
Europe, recording in excess of 135% growth of AUM in 2020.

Implementing ESG in index strategies
A passive investor has two axes through which to integrate
ESG values in their investment strategy. The first is the
investment itself – using the full spectrum of sustainable
indices to find one that aligns with the investor’s values and
investment objectives. This could be a simple exclusionary

Looking beneath the surface
With most ETF providers now offering ESG solutions, it is
important to look beyond the marketing and examine what
lies beneath to ensure investors achieve the maximum
impact with their ESG allocation. For example, what are the
asset managers' voting and engagement policies? Do their
voting records match their rhetoric…and investors’ core
values?
Most managers now publish their policies and reporting
transparently on their websites, but a third-party perspective
is also valuable. One organisation that reports on the voting
activity of the largest asset managers is ShareAction. Their
Voting Matters 2020 report looks specifically at the climate
and social impact voting activity of 60 leading asset managers.

Chart 1: Largest ETF issuers vote in favour of climate and social
resolutions (+$10bn ETF AUM)
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Source: ShareAction Voting Matters 2020
approach removing a specific exposure or a more stringent
best-in-class index. However, by stopping with this first axis,
investors could be missing an opportunity to increase their
impact; it is by digging deeper that they can fully integrate
their values – using the axis of engagement.
But for most ETF investors conducting due diligence the
primary focus is index selection followed by the choice of a
fund. Ensuring the index is aligned with the investor objectives
is very important. And checking that the product tracks the
index consistently is essential, as is finding a fund at the right
price. But what about the ETF provider, why does that matter?

Aligning your voice
The assets invested through index-tracking vehicles qualify
for the same shareholder rights as actively managed holdings.
Using those rights is a valuable way for asset managers to drive
sustainable change and to ensure that investor objectives are
met. For example, an investor may choose a climate indextracking ETF because they believe in the importance of
meeting the goals of the Paris Agreement. But what if the ETF
provider they had selected was using their shareholder rights
to vote against climate resolutions? Would that be aligned with
the investor’s values and objectives?

When it comes to the largest ETF issuers in Europe, we note
a real disparity in the approach to voting on climate and social
issues (shown in Chart 1), underscoring the need for investors
to ensure that the ETF they are buying is managed in a way
that supports the overall investment objective.
Any experienced index manager should be able to track
an ESG index, but a credible leader in ESG indexing will
be able to go a step further and demonstrate the impact of
their engagement and voting. Amundi has a comprehensive
approach to shareholder advocacy, extending across both
index and active investments and we are proud to have a
strong and credible voting record.

Laurent Trottier

Global Head of ETF, Indexing
and Smart Beta Management
Amundi
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Climate change ETFs: A year of dramatic development
A step in the right direction. ETF Stream’s editor Tom Eckett takes a deep dive into the development of climate ETFs since they
first came to market in March 2020.
The climate change ETF landscape in Europe is already
evolving at a rapid pace as more investors start to consider
environmental factors within their portfolios, however, there
are a number of challenges that should be addressed if the
European Union’s climate benchmarks are set to have the
positive impact they have set out to achieve.
As the planet begins to warm up, the need for investors to
take the dramatic changes in the environment into account has
become more serious over the past few years. Highlighting
this, as pointed to in the survey review section, some 74.2%
of respondents said they have considered climate within their
ESG ETFs. Added to this, some 64.9% of investors revealed
they are looking to align themselves with the Paris Agreement
while 27.6% said “not yet” and just 7.5% said no.
How an ETF investor looked to achieve the impact required
was a challenge until the EU’s Technical Expert Group (TEG)
introduced two climate benchmarks; the Paris-aligned
Benchmark (PAB) and the Climate Transition Benchmark (CTB)
in September 2019, which were designed to directly align with
the goals of the Paris Agreement.
The four main objectives of the climate benchmarks were to:
• Allow a significant level of comparability of climate
benchmarks methodologies while leaving benchmarks’
administrators with an important level of flexibility in
designing their methodologies
• Provide investors with an appropriate tool that is aligned
with their investment strategy
• Increase transparency on investors’ impact, specifically with
regard to climate change and the energy transition
• Disincentivise greenwashing
The two benchmark labels seek to
achieve this on different trajectories,
with the PAB targeting a 50% GHG
reduction versus the investable univers
and the CTB targeting 30% reduction.
Both index labels also incorporate a
7% year-on-year reduction of the index
carbon intensity.
With the direction of travel set by the
EU and investors starting to demand
climate solutions, index providers
and subsequently ETF issuers started
launching strategies that tracked the two
benchmarks at a rapid rate. According to
data from Bloomberg Intelligence, there
are now 21 ETFs offering exposure to
the PAB and CTB benchmarks across six
issuers; Lyxor, Amundi, Deka, Franklin
Templeton, BlackRock and Tabula.
One key problem the benchmarks have addressed is around
standardisation. With traditional ESG ETFs, investors are forced
to align themselves with a certain data provider’s sustainable
investment philosophy whose scores can be treated as
proprietary information and therefore potentially difficult to
understand. How to choose between MSCI and Sustainalytics,
for example, is a challenge.
What the two benchmarks provide to investors is a
standardised approach from the EU that sets a clear direction
of travel for tackling climate change. This top-down approach
that starts with the regulator should be seen as a welcome
improvement for investors.

As Michael John Lytle, CEO of Tabula Investment Management,
said: “The EU’s climate benchmarks are not perfect but they
are a positive first step. We expect the landscape of climate
investment to evolve dramatically in the next few years but,
given the urgency of the problem, we need to start now and it is
great that the EU has taken practical action.”

Decarbonisation challenge
However, despite the TEG’s best intentions, there are some
challenges created by the benchmarks’ decarbonisation
approach. The Paris Agreement aims to have zero carbon
dioxide emissions by 2045-2080 and be climate-neutral by
2050.
With this aim in mind, the PAB and CTB benchmarks implement
a share-of-revenues exclusions targeting the fossil fuel industry
and high carbon intensity electricity generation. This means the
benchmarks promote the outright divestment of high carbon
intensity assets crucial to the transition towards global net zero
emissions through a number of minimum requirements (Chart 1).
To further illustrate this, the Amundi MSCI Europe Climate
Paris Aligned PAB UCITS ETF (PABE) has a 0.03% weighting
to the energy sector, a low allocation to a sector that will be
important in meeting the Paris Agreement's 2050 targets.
Frédéric Ducoulombier, ESG director at Scientific Beta,
commented: “PAB activity exclusions de facto exclude the coal
and oil and gas sectors along with the majority of electricity
producers. While the number of oil and gas companies boldly

Chart 1: Minimum standards for EU Climate
Benchmarks of Listed Equity

Source: Amundi
transitioning is extremely limited, the exclusion of the industry
does little to encourage transition leadership in this key sector.
“A wider-ranging compatibility issue is created by the sharp,
benchmark-relative, portfolio-level reductions in ‘carbon
intensity’ that promote portfolio decarbonisation at onset
through divestment of high carbon intensity assets rather than
continued investment and incentivising of transition.”
Despite the evident limitations to their approach to
decarbonisation, there is still time for the TEG to adapt. It is
important to remember climate change ETFs are still very much
in their infancy and investors should prepare for the space to
develop even more than it has already over the next few years.
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Climate-positive investing
The next big challenge for investors? Matthieu Guignard, global head of product development and capital markets at Amundi,
analyses why climate investing has become too big to ignore along with the key differences between climate ETFs and
traditional low carbon investing.
The planet is getting hotter. According to the World
Meteorological Organization, 2015-2019 was the warmest
five-year period since records began1. We are all aware, by
now, of the climate emergency and of the fact that we have
only 10 years, at most, before reaching the point of no return.
While the COVID-19 crisis this year has had a devastating
effect on society and global economies, it has had a positive
impact on carbon emissions and has shown us all that it is
possible to reduce our carbon emissions drastically. The goal
now is to find a happy balance, or to build back better, as we
reignite global economies.
One thing is clear; governments cannot solve the problem on
their own. So how can investors and the investment industry
play its part?
According to PwC’s 2020 Asset and Wealth Management
Revolution report, almost £80trn of assets are now being
managed by asset managers around the world which is more
than 20 times the US federal budget! With such large amounts
of money to invest, asset managers have a real opportunity to
drive sustainable change if investors join them on the journey.

Too big for investors to ignore
For investors with a long-term view in their investment portfolios,
the risks – or opportunities – related to climate change are too
large to ignore. We see several reasons. First, the management
of climate related risks such as transition risk or physical risks
(and the opportunities presented by embracing climate-related
developments). Secondly, keeping up with evolving regulation
as governments and trade bodies around the world implement
increasingly stringent rules around climate impact. And last,
but not least, the performance of sustainable and climate
investments has shown some promise in terms of their risk and
return over the past five years.

Negative
screening (UNGC,
Controversial
weapons, Tobacco,
Fossil fuels (partial))

An index solution
Index approaches to climate investing have existed for some
time. In fact, Amundi has been at the forefront of low carbon
index innovation since 2014 when they co-developed the
MSCI Low Carbon Leaders index series. However the dual
approach of the new EU labelling offers investors greater
flexibility and encourages widespread adoption; Climate
Transition Benchmarks (CTB) targeting 30% reduction in
carbon intensity compared to the parent index, and the
Paris-Aligned Benchmarks (PAB) taking a stronger approach
with a 50% carbon intensity reduction and additional activity
exclusions.
By maintaining high levels of diversification and limited
tracking error to the parent index, the new climate change
indices can replace traditional geographical exposure in
portfolios while delivering significant levels of impact.

Comprehensive index methodologies
The Amundi ETF climate solutions use the MSCI World Climate
Change2 and the iSTOXX Ambition Climat PAB indices, both
follow comprehensive positive and negative screening,
reweighting and scoring methodologies to deliver on their
carbon reduction objectives. Additionally, they use historical
data on emissions scope 1 (direct), scope 2 (purchased
electricity) and scope 3 (all other indirect emissions) of
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to explicitly allocate to the
most climate-positive companies. This backwards-looking
analysis is combined with forward-looking approaches
considering company strategy and transition risks associated
with carbon emissions.

Stock reweighting
(based on index
specific scoring)
to deliver carbon
reduction objectives

EU Commission
label optimisation
to ensure required
carbon reduction

World Meteorological Organization, 15 January, 2020
This index is not currently aligned to CTB, however, it is anticipated that it will transition to a CTB benchmark in early 2021.
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Comparing climate change investing to traditional low carbon investing
The new generation of climate change indices, reinforced by the regulatory framework of the CTB and PAB labels, provides a
comprehensive approach to investing for positive impact. These new indices deliver an enhancement to older indices by:
• Considering commitments from companies to reduce their GHG emissions
• Taking into account all GHG emissions scope 1 (direct), scope 2 (purchased electricity) and scope 3 (all other indirect emissions)
where historically low carbon indices only considered scopes 1 and 2.
Using one of the new future CTB or PAB labelled climate change indices gives investors comfort in knowing that the measurement
of the carbon intensity is interpreted through the full value chain and that the management of the index takes a more proactive
and future-focused approach.

Tracking climate change indices with Amundi ETFs
Investors can use climate-positive “off-the-shelf” index products, such as the Amundi ETF climate strategies, which offer a
number of compelling advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Transparent and standardised product
Simple to incorporate as a building block within existing portfolio
Cost-effective3
Official European Commission labelling4
Significant carbon reduction

Matthieu Guignard

Global Head of Product
Development and Capital Markets
Amundi

We consider the ETFs to be a cost-effective way to deliver climate change exposure compared to active strategies.
Amundi seeks to be competitively priced across their entire ETF range.
4
Intended to meet the requirements of the official European Commission labelling once legislation is finalised.
3
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While it is clear from the survey results ESG ETF investing is here to stay, how the ecosystem will develop from this point remains
a big question. As a result, of the 171 professional European investors surveyed, ETF Stream spoke to three in further detail to
get a better understanding of the future of ESG investing, why they incorporate ESG ETFs in their portfolios and what the biggest
challenges will be over the next five years.

Juha Venäläinen

Senior Portfolio Manager, Cross Asset Allocation
Ilmarinen
AUM: €53bn
Why do you incorporate ESG ETFs in your portfolio?
Ilmarinen has integrated responsibility into all of its investment decisions and incorporated ESG policies
throughout asset classes for several years now. The development led to our adoption of ESG equity
indices in 2017. We believe companies that excel in ESG management perform better than their peers
in other factors as well. ESG management is a good indicator of overall operational performance. ESG
ETF products give targeted exposure to this subset of companies.
Companies that focus on environmental, social and governance issues can reduce operational risks
and indicates to us that management is looking longsighted in their strategical planning. As long-term
investors, we share those values at Ilmarinen.

What are the major challenges of ESG ETF investing?
We run our portfolios against ESG indices. The tracking error was an issue in the past in markets where
we could not replicate the ESG index. The ESG indices Ilmarinen adopted for our equity benchmarks
were a major challenge for the management of an ETF portfolio.
A few years ago, the European ETF market lacked ESG strategies we wanted to invest in. In order to
tackle this issue, we began the process of seeding ESG ETFs in 2018. The next year, the process led to
three new ESG ETFs and in 2020 a further two were launched.

Where would you like to see further product innovation?
There are currently a plethora of ESG ETFs available in Europe as the popularity of sustainable
investing continues to grow among investors. However, based on the number of ESG tilted or enhanced
strategies, it seems investors are still running their portfolios against broad indices.
This light ESG strategy is inherent from the era when the basis risk was unavoidable. The light strategies
get some of the ESG benefits but suffer from the same handicap that the large broad-based ETFs have
which is they are exposed to niche companies that stock pickers would not consider. By using ESG
filtering, problems in the broad-based indices and ETFs can be easily mitigated.
I do not see much room for further innovation in the equity ESG ETF space, however, one trend is
investors could start to benchmark their portfolios against ESG indices instead of the broader legacy
indices. Should that change happen, it will increase the demand for ESG ETFs and will also lead to an
increase in the number of active funds that are ESG benchmarked.

THE INVESTOR VIEW

Adrien Samuel-Lajeunesse
Investment Fund and ETF Specialist
BNP Wealth Management
AUM: €390bn

How do you consider climate factors in your portfolio?
The impact of environmental issues on investments as a risk or an opportunity can no longer
be ignored. It falls within our role of advisors to integrate socially responsible investment (SRI)
solutions to clients' portfolios.
We offer our clients the ability to match their own SRI expectations though a know your customer
(KYC) profiling that includes their environmental, social or governance priorities, climate being one
of the factors considered. Therefore, we rate assets across all classes and investment vehicles
with our dedicated sustainability rating. Lower-rated assets will no longer be advised or included
in mandates in the near future. We also set up strong key performance indicators (KPIs) to increase
the SRI offering and monitor the overall SRI holdings within our books.

Is fixed income ESG something you consider?
As per our strong move toward SRI integration, we already allocate to fixed income ESG or SRI
ETFs. The offering is developing quickly to fill a segment that represents a significant portion of
our passive exposure.
We welcome new solutions that will feed our SRI mandates that integrate such ETFs. We still
need to educate ourselves further by looking deeper into index methodologies, data providers
and extra financial analysis.

How do you see the ESG ETF space evolving
over the next five years?
We are still at a nascent stage of the ESG integration with various methodologies developed by
index providers and asset managers or regulatory bodies looking to create strong labels.
ESG will become a standard minimum requirement with investors looking for meaningful impact
investments and deeper transparency for their portfolios. It is an opportunity for the industry to
overcome greenwashing accusation by proving such investments can make a difference.
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James McManus
CIO
Nutmeg
AUM: $2bn

How important is ESG engagement at an ETF issuer level?
It is very important for us at Nutmeg. What is most important is how ETF issuers demonstrate their
engagement with the companies they own with tangible examples. We want to see transparent
data so we can understand what their objectives are with engagement. There is a wealth of
different engagement and stewardship data, meaning it is difficult for investors to compare
overarching approaches.
We want confidence the ETF issuers we are invested in have set out clear objectives, can
identify examples of successful engagement and potentially times when engagement has not
worked and why that is. The problem we have is many of the ETF issuers are huge asset managers
which can provide similar information. The key is for the issuers to demonstrate how they have
escalated stewardship action and what their objectives were and how that is specific to their
passive business.

Is the lack of divestment options with ETFs an issue?
The majority of investors view divestment as an escalated step in the engagement process, so
not having that threat of divestment is certainly a challenge for ETFs and something they need to
overcome. It is important issuers have clear objectives in the process which are clear about what
the escalation actions are. Most asset managers see divestment as a an act of last resort which
ETFs do not have. Without this veiled threat, ETF issuers will have to find ways of persisting with a
management company which should be possible as long-term owners of securities.

How do you see the role of index
providers developing in the ESG space?
It is fair to say the ESG space is dominated by one or two index providers at the moment. I would
like to see ESG indices become fundamentally based on intellectual property, be that from an
ESG data provider or an asset manager. The role of ETF issuers in index development is certainly
evolving and I would like to see ETF issuers work with index providers more closely on ESG indices
going forward. There is definitely an opportunity for ETF issuers to take action as the asset owners,
something that index providers are not.
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Important information: This document is not intended for citizens or residents of the United States of America or to
any “U.S. Person”, as this term is defined in SEC Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933. The “US Person”
definition is provided in the legal mentions of our website www.amundi.com.
Investors are subject to the risk of loss of capital. Promotional & non-contractual Information should not in any way be
regarded as investment advice, an investment recommendation, a solicitation of an investment offer, or a purchase of any
financial securities. The accuracy, completeness and relevance of the information, forecasts and analyses provided are not
guaranteed.
They have been prepared from sources considered reliable and may be altered without prior notice. The information and
forecasts are inevitably partial, provided on the basis of market data observed at a particular moment, and are subject to
change. This document may contain information from third parties that do not belong to Amundi (“Third Party Content”). Third
Party Content is provided for information purposes only (for illustration, comparison, etc.). Any opinion or recommendation
contained in Third Party Content derives exclusively from these third parties and in no circumstances shall the reproduction
or use of those opinions and recommendation by Amundi AM constitute an implicit or explicit approval by Amundi AM.
Information reputed exact as of end March 2020.
Reproduction prohibited without the written consent of the Management Company. Amundi ETF designates the ETF business
of Amundi Asset Management. This Document was not reviewed/stamped/approved by any Financial Authority. Amundi ETF
funds are neither sponsored, approved nor sold by the index providers. The index providers do not make any declaration as
to the suitability of any investment. A full description of the indices is available from the providers.
This document is being issued inside the United Kingdom by Amundi which is authorised by the Autorité des marches
financiers and subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Details about the extent of regulation
by the FCA are available on request. This document is only directed at persons who are professional clients or eligible
counterparties for the purposes of the FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook.
The investments described herein are only available to such persons and this document must not be relied or acted upon
by any other persons. This document may not be distributed to any person other than the person to whom it is addressed
without the express prior consent of Amundi.
Amundi Asset Management, French “Société par Actions Simplifiée” - SAS with capital of €1,086,262,605 – Portfolio
Management Company approved by the AMF (French securities regulator) under no. GP 04000036 - Registered office: 90
boulevard Pasteur, 75015 Paris - France. 437 574 452 RCS Paris.

